Free Market Capitalism and Original Sin
Truth be known, nothing in nature is free; everything has value, everything is at a price.
Evolution is nature’s Call; Sacrament is the Godly Response of conscionable selfreflection. The maintenance of sustainable web-life is a harmony (symphony) of life’s
communal call, and of personal, individual response. “Call” is collective resonance, the
voice of vital purpose; “response” is personal fidelity to the voice of communal purpose,
of wellbeing. Personal wellbeing is enabled in the sustainable outcomes of natural
symbioses and Christian (altruistic) humanism (fidelity to Godlike purposes of personal/
communal wellbeing.)
Nature’s (evolution’s) symbiotic purposes call each living generation into being with
intentions of securing sustainable wellbeing. The conscionable response of symbiotic
self-reflection is altruism, other-concern—what is “Christian” humanism. The culture of
remembrance (sacrament) is the harmonic joining of personal consciousness with the
communal purposes of common wellbeing, i.e., fidelity to natural symbiosis and selfreflective “divinity.”
In the intentional harmony of mutuality, complementarity, and subsidiarity, personal
fidelity fulfills and sustains nature’s/ God’s symbiotic purposes and intentions. Mutuality
is natural invitation to community, to interpersonal engagement of common resources/
potentials in purposes of sustainability and fulfillment, that is, by collective and economic
use of natural resources. Complementarity recognizes and defers to individual talent
and grace of otherness, whose diversity opens greater potentials of personal/ common
fulfillment and wellbeing. Subsidiarity is insight into the immediate capacities of regional
and bio-diverse life and reliance on them to meet needs of common wellbeing without
putting at risk the bio-diverse resources of other regions.
The objective of harmonized mutuality/ complementarity/ subsidiarity is the securing of
global economic/ ecologic diversity, resourcefulness and sustainability. Reason and
faith, science and religion serve individual and communal life in the universal purpose of
calling people to fidelity to symbiotic evolution and Godlike altruism. Personal/ social
conscience is the moral, sustainable, “expected response” to the natural/ divine “call”.
The infidelity of free Market Capitalism to natural authenticity and vital sustainability is a
fatal defect that frustrates personal/ social conscience, even as it trashes the sensitive
links of web-life economics—what is the Original and persisting Sin of consuming the
“Forbidden Fruit” of vital purpose.

